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1 
INTRODUCTION 
The covering properties are some of the most important properties in general topol­
ogy, and especially those which refer to the generalization of the notion of compactness. 
There has been tremendous work in the past in this area of topology and there are 
many well known results by many mathematicians. Especially the last 20 years, when 
topologists started using many powerful tools of set theory, covering properties have 
been extremely well developed. 
In the first chapter of this thesis, we define and develop a new covering property and 
call it cocompactness because it involves the compactness of complements is close to 
the notion of compactness. In the second chapter, we define and develop some special 
properties of spaces which are met very often in topology but which have not been 
studied thoroughly in the past. In the third chapter, we study the already well-known 
initially compact spaces and prove some very useful results. In the fourth chapter, we 
apply some results we found in the first chapter to w-bounded manifolds. 
The questions that first appeared during this research were the following: Can the 
Alexander Covering Lemma be generalized to define an Alexander number? How is the 
Lindelof number of a space related to its Alexander number and under what conditions 
are these two numbers equal? The first question was easily answered affirmatively, but 
only partial answers to the others were found. However, the investigations gave rise to 
the theory of cocompact spaces developed in the first chapter and to many interesting 
applications of it found in subsequent chapters. 
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1. COCOMPACT SPACES 
1.1. Preliminaries 
1.1.1. Definition. The compactness number C n ( X )  of a space X  is the least cardinal 
k  s u c h  t h a t  e v e r y  o p e n  c o v e r  o f  X  h a s  a  s u b c o v e r  o f  c a r d i n a l i t y  l e s s  t h a n  k .  
1.1.2. Definition. Let X be a space and [T be a subset of X .  
The cocompactness number of U  is the compactness number C n ( X  —  U )  o f  X  —  U .  
1.1.3. Definition. Let X  be a space and U be an open cover of X .  If U has a (no) 
subc o v e r  o f  c a r d i n a l i t y  l e s s  t h a n  o r  e q u a l  t o  k  t h e n  U  i s  a  A ; - ( i n ) a d e q u a t e  c o v e r  o f  X .  
1.1.4. Definition. Let X  be a space and U be an open cover of X .  If U has a (no) 
s u b c o v e r  o f  c a r d i n a l i t y  l e s s  t h a n  k  t h e n  U  i s  a  f c - ( i n ) a d e q u a t e  c o v e r  o f  X .  
1.1.5. Definition. A A;-cocompact cover U of a space X  is an open cover whose 
e l e m e n t s  h a v e  c o c o m p a c t n e s s  n u m b e r  g r e a t e r  t h a n  k .  
An immediate consequence of 1.1.4 and 1.1.5 is that every k  inadequate open cover 
is ^-cocompact. 
1.1.6. Definition. An open cover U of a space X  is ^(A)-inadequate if it is k -
inadequate and A-cocompact. 
1.1.7. Definition. An open cover U of a space X  is ^(A)-inadequate if it is k -
inadequate and A-cocompact. 
Note that A;-inadequate and &(A)-inadequate are equivalent if A < /:+ hence 1.1.6 is 
then included in 1.1.3. Similary for 1.1.7 and 1.1.4 if A < A:. 
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Before we proceed, we find it necessary to give some basic definitions of topology and 
set theory. Let X be a topological space and ^ be a subset of (^4 C %), then Â is 
the closure of A, Âis the interior of A and À is the boundary of A in X, respectively. 
The union of sets is denoted by "U", the intersection by "fl", and the disjoint union 
by "Ù". 
The smallest infinite ordinal and cardinal are denoted by w; lûi is the smallest un­
countable ordinal and cardinal; fc"*" is the smallest cardinal after k and is called a suc­
cessor cardinal. For example wi is a successor cardinal since wi = and 
for every n G iV. A cardinal which is not a successor is a limit cardinal. The cofinality 
of an ordinal A;, denoted cf(k), is the smallest cardinal A such that k has a cofinal 
s u b s e t  o f  c a r d i n a l i t y  A .  A  c a r d i n a l  k  i s  r e g u l a r  i f  k  >  u :  a n d  c f ( k )  =  k .  I f  c f { k )  <  k  
then k is singular. The cofinality of a chain is the smallest cardinal, order-isomorphic 
to a cofinal subset of the chain. Finally, for every set X its cardinality is denoted |X|. 
We now define some of the most important cardinal functions in topology. 
The Lindelof number of a space X ,  denoted L { X ) ,  is defined as the smallest infinite 
cardinal k such that every open cover of X has a sub cover of cardinality < k which 
covers X. Clearly L(X) < |X|. 
A generalization of Lindelof degree is extent, defined as follows: e ( x )  = sup{|D| | 
D  Ç  X ,  D  i s  c l o s e d  a n d  d i s c r e t e }  - j - a ; .  T h e  w e a k  L i n d e l o f  n u m b e r  o f  X ,  d e n o t e d  w L ( X ) ,  
is the smallest infinite cardinal k such that every open cover of X has a subcollection 
o f  c a r d i n a l i t y  <  k  w h o s e  u n i o n  i s  d e n s e  i n  X .  C l e a r l y  i v L ( X )  <  L ( X ) .  
The density of a space X  is defined as follows; 
diX) = min{|5| 15 Ç JC, 5 = -Y} -f a;. 
A pairwise disjoint collection of nonempty open sets in X  is called a cellular family. 
The cellularity of X is defined as follows: 
c(jr) = sup{|Y| IY a cellular family in .Y} -t- w. 
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The spread of a space X  is defined as follows: 
a(%) = sup{|£)| IZ) C D is discrete} + w. 
Some elementary inequalities are the following: 
e { X ) < L ( X ) , 3 ( X )  
w L ( X ) < c ( X ) < s ( X ) , d ( X ) .  
We finish with the following definitions. 
1.1.8. Definition. A point pis a complete accumulation point of a set S  if for each 
neighborhood U of /?, |?7 H 5| = |5|. 
1.1.9. Definition. Let % be a space and U be a cover for X, then U is a A;-cover for 
X  i f  | U |  =  k .  
1.1.10. Definition. Let X be a space, the Stone-Cech compactification of .Y is 
denoted by fiX if it exists. 
1.1.11. Definition. A HausdorfF space X  is paracompact if each open cover of X  has 
a locally finite refinement. 
1.1.12. Definition. A HausdorfF space X  is metacompact if each open cover of X  
has a point finite refinement. 
We say that the cover U refines the cover V, and write U < Y iff each (7 6 U is 
con t a i n e d  i n  s o m e  V  G  Y -  A  c o l l e c t i o n  U  o f  s u b s e t s  o f  X  i s  l o c a l l y  f i n i t e  i f f  e a c h  x  X  
has a neighborhood meeting only finitely many Î7 G U. We call U point finite iff each 
X E X belongs to only finitely many Î7 G U. Every locally finite collection of subsets 
of a space X is point finite. 
Recall that a metric space is paracompact and a paracompact space is metacompact. 
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1.2. Basic Definitions and Properties 
1.2.1. Definition. A space X  is A;(A)-cocompact ( k  < A) if every A-cocompact open 
cover of X is ^-inadequate (hence ^(A)-inadequate). 
1.2.2. Definition. A space is A;(A)-chain cocompact ( k  <  A) if the union of any chain 
o f  f c ( A ) - i n a d e q u a t e  o p e n  c o v e r s  o f  %  i s  a  & ( A ) - i n a d e q u a t e  o p e n  c o v e r  o f  X .  
1.2.3. Remark. If a space is fc(A)-cocompact then it is A:(A)-chain cocompact. If 
Cn(X) < A, % is trivially &(A)-cocompact. 
1.2.4. Definition. If & = A then we call the space fc-(chain) cocompact. 
1.2.5. Examples. 
(I) The cardinal ux with the order topology is u- cocompact. This follows from the 
fact that every finite intersection of closed unbounded subsets of ui is nonempty 
and therefore every u- cocompact open cover of X cannot be finite. 
(II) If A > C n { X ) ^  then X  is trivially A;(A)-cocompact for all k  whether X  is k -
cocompact or not. Thus although Euclidean spaces are not w-cocompact, they 
are w(A)-cocompact for any A > w. 
1.2.6. Theorem. A space X is nontriviaJly fc(A) cocompact iff the set of all open sets 
U such that Cn(X — U) > \ is a k-inadequate cover. 
PROOF; (—>) If U is the cover in the theorem, then U is A-cocompact and since X  is 
A;(A)-cocompact U is a ^-inadequate open cover. 
(<—) Every A-cocompact cover Y of X must be contained in U and since U is k -  inade­
quate, so is V. 
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1.2.7. Remark. By Zom's lemma every fc(A)-inadequate open cover of a 6(A)-chain 
cocompact space belongs to a maximal ^(A)-inadequate open cover of X. The main 
difference between cocompactness and chain cocompactness is that a &(A)-cocompact 
space by 1.2.6 has a maximum (and, therefore, unique maximal) fe(A)-inadequate open 
cover, but a fc(A)-chain cocompact space may have more than one maximal fc(A)-
inadequate open cover. 
1.2.8. Theorem. A space X is k(X)-cocompact iff every collection of less than k 
closed sets with compactness number greater than A has nonempty intersection. 
PROOF: (—>) Let X be A;(A)-cocompact and consider F = {FLY I7 S F} with |R| < k, 
Cn{Fy) > A and Fy closed. If FLF = 0 we have X — DF = X, therefore, by de Morgan, 
{X — 17 e r} is a A-cocompact cover of X which is fc-adequate. This contradicts 
the hypothesis, therefore, FLF ^  0. 
(<—) Let U = {(7^ 17 G F} be a A-cocompact open cover of X with |F| < k. Then 
since UU = X, X — UU = 0, v/hich contradicts the hypothesis since Cn(X — Uy) > A. 
Therefore, either U is ^-inadequate or it does not cover X, thus X is A:(A)-cocompact. 
1.2.9. Remark. Let X be a space, F be a closed subset of X and U be .any subset 
o f  X ,  t h e n  C n { F  ~ U )  <  C n { X  —  U ) .  
1.2.10. Remark. Let X  be a space such that C n { X )  >  k ,  then for every x  €  X ,  
t h e r e  e x i s t s  a n  o p e n  n e i g h b o r h o o d  U  o f  x  s u c h  t h a t  C n ( X  —  U )  >  k .  
1.2.11. Theorem. Let X be k(X)-cocompact and F C X closed, then F is k{X)-
cocompact. 
PROOF: We may assume Cn(F) > A. Let {U^  17 6 F} be a A-cocompact cover of F, 
and let be open in X such that Uy = Vf D F. Then by remarks 1.2.9-10, 
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C n { X  —  V - y )  >  C n ( F  —  V - ^ )  >  A, therefore, — F} U {U-f [7 € F} is a A-cocompact 
cover of X and since X is A:(A)-cocompact this is a ^-inadequate open cover, therefore, 
{î/-y 17 G r} is a ^-inadequate open cover of F. Thus F is t(A)-cocompact. 
1.2.12. Theorem. Let X he k{\)-chain cocompact and F G X closed, then F is 
k(X)-chain cocompact. 
PROOF: We may assume C n { F )  >  A. Consider a chain { Û y  17 G F} of &(A)-inadequate 
open covers of F. If is an element of then there exists an open set Vy^ in X 
such that Vy. D F = Uy^ and by remarks 1.2.9-10, Cn{X — Vy^) > Cn{F — Vy^) = 
C n ( F  — U y i )  >  A. Therefore, every cover U.y of F  corresponds to a collection of 
open sets of X, and each element of this collection has cocompactness number greater 
than A, therefore, {{X — F} U {V^ | 7 G F}} is a chain of fc(A)-inadequate open covers 
of X. Thus IJ {{X — F}UV_} is a ^(A)-inadequate open cover of X, therefore, (J U_ 
76r 7er 
is a Â;(A)-inadequate open cover of F  so finally F  is k ( X ) -  chain cocompact. 
1.2.13. Remark. Every space is w(A)-chain cocompact for every A, since the union 
of any chain of finitely inadequate covers is a finitely inadequate cover, otherwise the 
chain would have finite cofinality and this is not possible. So in the rest of these notes 
when we refer to A;(A)-chain cocompactness we will always mean k > u. 
1.2.14. Theorem. The continuous image of a k(X)- cocompact space is a k(X)-
cocompact space. 
PROOF: Let X be A;(A)-cocompact and / : X —F be continuous and onto. 
Claim: If V C F is open and Cn(Y — V) > A, then Cn (X — f~^{V)) > A. 
Proof of the claim: Suppose C n  ( X  —  <  A and let Y = {My | 7 G F} be a 
collection of open sets of Y that covers Y — V which has no sub cover of cardinality 
less than A. Consider the open cover W = U {f~^(Vy) [7 G F} of X. Since 
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C n  [ X  —  f ~ ^ { V ) )  < A, W has a subcover of cardinality less than A and, therefore, the 
cover {V} U {17 G F) of K has a subcover of cardinality less than A. This contradicts 
the hypothesis, therefore, Cn {X — > A. 
Thus, if {Kyi 7 e r} is a A-cocompact cover of Y, then \ -f G F} is a 
A-cocompact cover of X and, therefore, it is ^-inadequate. Then {V^ | 7 G F} is fc-
inadequate. Thus Y is fc(A)-cocompact. 
1.2.15. Theorem. The continuous image of a k(X)-chain cocompact space is a &(A)-
chain cocompact space. 
PROOF: If {V^  | 7 G F} is a chain of &(A)-inadéquate open covers of Y, then with an 
argument similar to the one we used for the claim in the previous theorem we can easily 
show that the inverse images of these covers are ^(A)-inadequate open covers of X. For 
7 G F, let consist of the inverse images of the elements of V^. Then {U^ 17 G F} is 
a chain of fc(A)-inadequate open covers of X, therefore, UU^ is a fc(A)-inadequate open 
cover in X. Now if UV^ is ^-adequate in Y so is UU^, but as we have shown, this is 
not possible. Thus Y is Â:(A)-chain cocompact. 
1.2.16. Theorem. Let X be k(X)-chain cocompact, then there exists no closed dis­
crete set in X of cardinality A, and thus e(X) < A. 
PROOF: If there exists a closed discrete set D of % such that |D| = A, then D can be 
expressed as a disjoint union of A copies of w. Without loss of generality consider the 
cardinal A and replace each point with a copy of w so that D = [J f= w. Or 
iiex 
equivalently, D = X x u) with the dictionary order. Let U be a cover of D consisting of 
initial segments of D (in this order). Also consider the union Vn of initial segments of 
length n of each Then = U U {Vi,..., V„} is a fc(A)-inadequate open cover of 
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D, but y W„ is w-adequate. Thus, since iv < k, D cannot be A:(A)-chain cocompact, 
n £ u /  
contradicting 1.2.12. Then \D\ < A and e{X) < A. 
1.2.17 Theorem. Let X be k(X)-cocompact, then there exists no closed discrete set 
in X of cardinality A, and thus e(X) < A. 
PROOF: X is A:(A)-cocompact, so it is A;(A)-chain cocompact, therefore, for k > u the 
theorem follows from Theorem 1.2.16. For the remaining case, assume k = u) and let 
JD be a closed discrete subset of X such that \D\ = A. Then D can be expressed as 
a disjoint union of two copies of A, which means D is a disjoint union of two closed 
sets with compactness number A"*". This contradicts Theorem 1.2.8. Thus \D\ < A and 
e(%) < A. 
Note that in each of these theorems, if A is a successor cardinal, then e ( X )  <  A. 
1.2.18. Theorem. Let X be k^{\)-cocompact where supk^ = k. Then X is k(\)-
cocompact. 
PROOF: If U is a A-cocompact cover of X, then by the hypothesis U is ^^(A)-inadequate 
for every /9, therefore U is ^(A)-inadequate and X is A;(A)-cocompact. 
1.2.19. Theorem. Let X be kfj^Xychain cocompact where supfc/j = k. Then X is 
k(X)-chain cocompact. 
PROOF: Let {U^ I7 € F} be a chain of open covers of X which are ^(A)-inadequate 
and hence ^^(A)-inadequate for all Then UU^ is a fc/j(A)-inadequate open cover of 
X for every /? since X is A;;;(A)-chain cocompact. Then UU^ is a fc(A)-inadequate open 
cover of X, thus X is fe(A)-chain cocompact. 
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By Theorem 1.2.8 the disjoint union of two or more nontrivially A;(A)-cocompact 
spaces is not A:(A)-cocompact. The situation is different for chain cocompact. 
1.2.20. Theorem. Let X = \JXi where each X, is nontrivially k(X)-chain cocom-
iei 
pact. Then if X is k(À)-chain cocompact, I is finite. 
PROOF: |7| < A since there is no closed discrete set in X of cardinality A (Theorem 
1.2.16) and each X, is open in X. Assume |/| = fi, where u) < fj, < \ and let U = 
{U^ : 7 € r} be a fc(A)-inadequate open cover of X such that {Uy (1 17 G T) is 
fc(A)-inadequate in Xj (the union of such covers for each will be such a U). Consider 
the A-cocompact covers: U, UU {%i}, UU { X i , X 2 } ,  Then U{UU {X,-1 i  € / j l } }  is a 
//-adequate open cover since it contains the subcover {%, | % G f i } .  Thus f j .  >  k  >  u  since 
X is Â;(A)-chain cocompact. Now U{%: | z € w) should be fc(A)-chain cocompact since 
it is a closed subset of X, but |J {U U {X, | i G m} is A-cocompact and ^-adequate by 
mÇw 
the above argument. This is a contradiction, therefore, I is finite. 
1.2.21. Theorem. Let F be a closed subset of a k(\)- cocompact space X. Then 
C n { F )  <  A  o r  C n { F )  =  C n { X ) .  
PROOF: We always have C n ( F )  <  C n ( X )  so it suffices to contradict A"*" < C n ( F )  =  
^ < Cn{X) = /i. Suppose the latter holds and let U be an open cover of X which has 
no subcover of cardinality m where < (3 < m < (x. Let V be a subcollection of U of 
cardinality less than /? that covers F. Clearly Cn{X — LJ therefore F and 
VeY 
X — [j V are disjoint closed sets in X and they have compactness number at least 
VeY 
A+. 
The latter contradicts Theorem 1.2.8. Therefore, the Theorem 1.2.21 is valid. 
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1.2.22. Theorem. Any intersection of less than k closed sets whose complements are 
in a k-inadequate open cover U of a space X is nonempty and has compactness number 
at least 
PROOF: Let { F ~ f \ ^  G F}, |r| < be a collection of closed sets which satisfies the 
hypothesis of the theorem. Then 17 € F} is a collection of open sets which 
are in a ^-inadequate open cover U, therefore, this collection cannot cover the space, 
thus P) Ky ^ 0. 
7er 
Now if Cn I PI Fy j < fc"^, there exists a collection {[Tg 16 E A} C U, |A| < fc, that 
V^er ) 
covers Q F^. Then {X - 6 F) U {Us 16 G A}, |F| < t, |A| < k, is an open 
7er 
cover of X which is contained in U and has cardinality less than k. This contradicts 
the hypothesis, so C n  (  Q )  > & .  
V7er ) 
1.2.23. Theorem. Let X be nontrivially k{X)-cocompact (i.e., Cn{X) = /i > X). 
Then any intersection of less than k closed sets whose compactness number is jj has 
compactness number ix. 
PROOF: If 17 s F}, |F| < A;, is a collection of closed sets that satisfies the hy­
pothesis of the theorem, then p| 0 by Theorem 1.2.8. Also I7 € F} sat-
7er 
isfies the hypothesis of 1.2.22 since the complement of each Fy belongs to the max­
imum fc(A)-inadequate open cover U of X. Thus Cn j Q Fy I > k. Assume that 
\^er / 
Cn j Pi Fy ) < A and note that U contains a cover of X which has no subcover of 
/ 
cardinality less than A since C n { X )  =  /J. > \. If Y = {V'/j | /? € 5} is such a cover, then 
ther exists a subcollection (TF, \ i G /}, |/| < A, of V that covers p| F~f. Then 
7er 
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Cn — IJ > A since V has no subcover in X of cardinality less than A. But 
f x —  (J WI )  n  N F j  =  0 ,  contradicts 1.2.8. Hence C n  j Q ) = // by 1.2.21. 
\ i£i J 7er \7Gr / 
1.2.24. Theorem. Let X be k(X)-chain cocompact. If cf{\) = fj. < k there do not 
exist closed sets with compactness number A"^, in particular, Cn(X) ^  A+. 
PROOF: Let U  E X  open such that C n { X  —  U )  =  X ' ^ .  Then there exists an open cover 
Y = {Va I a G A} of JT which contains U and has no subcover of cardinality less than A. 
Thus Y is A-cocompact and any union of less than A elements of Y has cocompactness 
number at least A"^. Choose cardinals, A^j < A, /? G /x such that sup A^ = A and for each 
/? € // let Wi3 = IJ Va- Then W = {W^ |^ € //} is a //-adequate, hence ^-adequate 
open cover of X. Consider the following chain of ^(A)-inadequate open covers of X\ 
Then the union of those covers contains W which is not ^-inadequate. This contradicts 
the hypothesis, hence the theorem is valid. 
1.2.25. Theorem. Let X be nontrivially k(\)-chain cocompact. If Cn(X) = 
then cf (L(X)) > k. 
PROOF: Let c f ( L ( X ) )  =  ( j .  <  k .  Since A < C n ( X )  = we have A < L ( X ) ,  but 
A = L ( X )  contradicts Theorem 1.2.24. Therefore, L ( X )  =  (3 >  \  and c f { ( 3 )  =  /J.  <  k .  
Since Cn(X) > /? = L(X) there exists an open cover U = {Ua | a 6/5} of X which has 
no subcover of cardinality less than /?. Note that any union of less than /? elements 
of U has cocompactness number at least l3'^. Choose cardinals 13^ < l3 for 7 6 with 
sup/9^ = 13. For each 7 G // let = \J{Uo, | Oi € 0^}. Then Y = {Vy 17 G is 
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a /i-adequate open cover. Now consider the following chain of fe(A)-inadequate open 
covers: 
{U.yu{v,},u{v„v2),...}. 
The union of this chain contains V, which contradicts the hypothesis, therefore 
1.3. Special Properties of A;-Cocompact Spaces 
Before we state and prove some special properties of fc-(chain) cocompact spaces we 
restate the theorems of 1.2 for fc = A in order to have a better picture of what is going 
on in the A:-(chain) cocompact spaces. 
1.3.1. Theorem. X is nontrivially k-cocompact iff there exists a maximum k-
inadequate open cover. 
1.3.2. Theorem. X is k-cdcompact iff every collection of less than k closed sets with 
compactness number greater than k has nonempty intersection. 
1.3.3. Theorem. Let X be k'(chain) cocompact and F C X closed in X. Then F is 
k-(chain) cocompact. 
1.3.4. Theorem. The continuous image of a k-(chain) cocompact space is a k-(chain) 
cocompact space. 
1.3.5. Theorem. Let X be k-(chain) cocompact. Then X contains no closed discrete 
s e t  o f  c a r d i n a l i t y  k  a n d ,  t h e r e f o r e ,  e { X )  <  k .  
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1.3.6. Theorem. If X = (J Xj where X and each X, is nontrivially k-chain cocom-
iei 
pact, then I is finite. 
1.3.7. Theorem. Let F be a closed subset of a k-cocompact space X. Then Cn(F) < 
k  o r  C n ( F )  =  C n ( X ) .  
1.3.8. Theorem. Let X be nontrivially k-cocompact (i.e., Cn(X) = fj, > k). Then 
any intersection of less than k closed sets of compactness number fx is nonempty and 
o f  c o m p a c t n e s s  n u m b e r  f i .  
1.3.9. Theorem. Let X be k^-(chain) cocompact where supfc^ = k. Then X is 
k-(chain) cocompact. 
1.3.10. Theorem. Let X be k-(chain) cocompact and k < Cn{X) = L(X)'^, then 
c/(^(%))> A;. 
1.3.11. Remark. Every space is w-chain cocompact since the union of any chain of 
finitely inadequate covers is a finitely inadequate cover, so when we refer to A;-chain 
cocompactness, we will always mean k > uj. 
And now we are ready to prove some special properties involving ^-(chain) cocompact 
spaces. 
1.3.12. Theorem. Let X be k-cocompact. Then any union of less than k 
k-inadequate open covers of X is a k-inadequate cover of X. 
PROOF: Let {U^  I7 E F}, |r| < &, be a collection of ^-inadequate open covers of .Y. 
Put U = UU^ and assume U is ^-adequate, if Y C U is a A;-sub cover of X, then each 
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U-y contains at most k elements of V. If Fy is the intersection of the complements of 
the elements of V which belong to U^, then Fy ^ Çi for every 7 € F since is a 
t-inadequate cover and furthermore C n ( F y )  >  k .  So {fly j 7 € F} is a collection of less 
than k closed sets with compactness number greater than k, therefore, by Theorem 
1.3.2, Q FLY ^  0. Thus U(X — F y )  = UV ^  X  which is a contradiction, so U is a 
7er 
A:-inadequate open cover of X. 
1.3.13. Theorem. Let X be k-chain cocompact. Then the union of any chain of less 
than k k-inadequate open covers of X is a k-inadequate cover. 
PROOF: If {U-yl-y G F}, (F| <C is a chain of A;-inadequate (hence ^-inadequate) 
open covers of X, then (J is a ^-inadequate cover, so it belongs to a maximal 
7er 
A;-inadequate open cover of X. The rest of the proof is just like the proof of 1.3.12 
using 1.2.22 twice: once to show Cn(Fy) > k and again to show n{FLY | 7 € F} 7^  0. 
1.3.14. Theorem. Let X be k-chain cocompact where k is a singular cardinal. Then 
X is k'^-chain cocompact and contains no closed sets with compactness number k'^. 
PROOF: The second part follows from Theorem 1.2.25. 
Let {U^ I 7 6 F} be a chain of Â:-inadequate open covers of X. If the cofinality of 
the chain is greater than k, (J U„ is a /^-inadequate cover. Since it suffices to use 
7er _ 
any cofinal set of U^'s, if the cofinality of the chain is not greater than A;, then since 
k is singular it must be less than k. Therefore, from Theorem 1.3.13, (J U is a 
7Gr 
^'-inadequate cover of X. Thus X is A;-chain cocompact. 
1.3.15. Theorem. If X is k-cocompact and has a maximal k-inadequate open cover, 
then X is k'^-cocompact. 
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PROOF: Let u be this maximal ^-inadequate open cover of X. Assume that U is 
not maximum. Then there exists some other ^-inadequate open cover V which is not 
contained in U. Then by the maximality of U, U U V is A;-adequate, contradicting 
1.3.12. Thus by 1.2.6 X is A"^-cocompact. 
From this theorem and Remark 1,2.7, we get an immediate corollary: 
1.3.16. Corollary. Let X be k-cocompact and -chain cocompact. Then X is 
k'^-cocompact. 
Another corollary which may be of interest is obtained by reformulating part of 
1.3.14. 
1.3.17. Corollary. Let X be k-chain cocompact and Cn(X) = k"^. Then k is a 
regular cardinal. 
1.3.18. Theorem. Let % = |J Xm be a Unite topological union of k-chain cocom-
m < n  
pact spaces. Then X is k-chain cocompact. 
PROOF: Let {U^  17 € F} be a chain of ^-inadequate open covers of X. If |J is k-
f s r  
adequate for X, then for every m there must be a 7^ 6 F such that {UDXm \ U 6 } 
is ^-adequate. Otherwise (J would have to be ^-inadequate. Let be ^-adequate 
when restricted to Xj,..., be A:-adequate restricted to Xn- Now since the 's 
are elements of a chain, there exists a such that U • • • U U-y^ Q U^- But is 
_ n 
fc-inadequate for X and (J is A;-adequate in .Y. This contradiction implies that 
_ m=l 
IJ U.y is a A;-inadequate open cover of X and therefore X is fc-chain cocompact. 
76r 
1.3.19. Examples. 
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(I) Every uncountable regular cardinal k is A-cocompact for every cardinal A < fc, 
since every intersection of less than k closed unbounded subsets of k is nonempty. 
(11) The product of two t-cocompact spaces is almost never a k- cocompact space 
because of 1.3.2. E.g., wi x u>i is not -cocompact since Cn({0} x wi) = 
Cn({l} X wi) = u>i. In fact, if X,Y are nontrivially A;-cocompact Ti spaces 
then X xY \s not A;-cocompact. 
(III) The space wi x wg is wi-chain cocompact but it is not wg-chain cocompact. This 
space is count ably compact and as we shall show in 1.5, it is wi-chain cocompact. 
Now if U = {wi X fc I fc e a;2}, U is a;i inadequate, and if U_x = UU {{7 xa;2} | 7 € 
A < wi}, UA is an wi-inadequate open cover but (J is wi-adequate. 
AEwi 
(IV) The product of two A;-chain cocompact spaces is not necessarily a A:-chain co-
compact space, e.g., W2 x (wg — {wi}) is not wg-chain cocompact even though 
both factors are wg-chain cocompact. This is because wg x (w2 — {w^}) = 
W2 X W2 U X W2 and as shown above W2 x wi is not W2-chain cocompact, 
and is closed in the space. 
(V) The space (wi x W2)ÛW3 is -chain cocompact and W3-chain cocompact but it is 
not W2-chain cocompact, because uj\ XW2 is closed and is not W2-chain cocompact. 
(VI) Let ,a?2 be the cardinals wi, W2 with the topology having a basis consisting of 
their initial segments. Then xw* is wi-cocompact but it is not UJ2- cocompact. 
This is because the cover {wg xk\k 6 } is W2-cocompact but it is of cardinality 
wi. 
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1.4. Cocompactness Versus Alexander Number 
1.4.1. Definition. The Alexander number A { X )  of a space X  is the least cardinal k  
for which there exists a subbasis S (for the topology of X) such that every cover of X 
contained in S is ^-adequate. 
1.4.2. Lemma. Let X be a space with L{X) < Cn(X) and B be a basis for the 
topology of X. Then B contains a basis for the topology of X whose elements have 
cocompactness number equal to the compactness number of X. 
PROOF; If X € B € B and L { X )  =  k ,  then X  has an open neighborhood U x  such that 
L { X  —  U x )  =  L { X )  o t h e r w i s e  L { X )  <  k .  C o n s i d e r  U x .  H  B .  C l e a r l y  L { X  —  U x f \ B )  =  k  
since Ux C] B Ç Ux- Then since B is a basis there exists a neighborhood Bx E B of % 
such that Bx QUx- The collection {Bx\x Ç. X, 5 G B} is a subcollection of B and 
it is easy to see that it forms a basis for X. 
1.4.3. Theorem. Let X be k(\)-cocompact and Cn{X) > L{X) > A. Then A{X) > 
k. 
PROOF: Since C n ( X )  = // > A, then by Lemma 1.4.2, the basis generated by a subbasis 
S which determines A{X) via definition 1.4.1 contains a basis B whose elements have 
cocompactness number //. Each such basic element is contained in a member of S with 
cocompactness number fi. In order to justify this consider B E B with Cn{X — B) = /z. 
n  
Then B  =  Q 6"^, where € S since S generates B. Assume C n { X  —  S n )  <  /x for each 
n = l  
m  m  
n. Then -Y — B = JY — Q 5n = IJ { X  —  S n )  has compactness number less than This 
n=l n=l 
contradiction implies there exists an S'A € S with C n ( X  —  S b )  =  Therefore, some 
cover of elements of S is A-cocompact and hence, is ^-inadequate. Thus A(A') > k. 
1.4.4. Theorem. Let X be k'^-chain cocompact and ^(-Y) = k. Then L(X) = k. 
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PROOF: 
Claim I: Given any ^-inadequate open cover B there exists a maximal ^-inadequate 
open cover B* D B. This follows from the fact that X is A;"*"-chain cocompact. 
Claim II: A maximal fc-inadequate cover B* (not necessarily open) has the following 
n  
property: if Ci, C2,Cn are subsets of X and Q Cm € B* then Cm € B* for some 
m=l 
TTl — ^ 
Proof of Claim II: First assume Ci D C2 G B*. Let C2 ^ B*, then B* U {C2} is 
adequate by the maximality of B*. Thus there exists a subcollection A = {Ai | i 6 fc} 
of B* such that C2 U (J Ai = X. Hence, Ci Ç (Ci H C2) U (J consequently 
I'Gfc 
Ci € B* because if not there exists a subcollection D = {Dj 6 &} of B* such that 
CiU (J Dj = X (from the maximality of B*) andX = [ U )u( U -A, )u(Ci n C2). 
jGk / \iek J 
But each D), Ai and Ci D C2 are in B* which is ^-inadequate. 
Now assume that Ci fl • • • fl C„ G B*, then if Ci ^ B*, C2 H • • • ft C„ G B*, hence by 
the inductive assumption there exists an m < n such that Cm G B*. 
Claim III: The following are equivalent in a A;"*"-chain cocompact space. 
(a) There exists a subbasis S for X such that each cover of X by elements of S is 
A:-adequate. 
(b) There exists a subbasis S for X such that each ^-inadequate subfamily of S is 
inadequate (here "inadequate" means "it does not cover".) 
(c) Every A:-inadequate family of open subsets is inadequate. 
(d) ^%) < 6. 
Proof of Claim III: It is trivial that (a) <->• (b), (c) <-»• (d) and (d) —» (a). 
(b) —> (c) Assume (c) is false, let A be a ^-inadequate open cover of X and let B be 
the basis generated by a subbasis S. Then for ^ G A, ^4 = \J{B G B | 5 C .4}. If 
B' = {B G B|5 C A G A), then X = UB', B' is a basic cover and is ^-inadequate 
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since it refines A. Let B* be a maximal ^-inadequate open cover containing B'. If 
n 
B 6 B', then B € B* and we know that S = f] Cm where Cm € S. Then by 
m=l 
Claim II, for one of the C m ,  call it CB, we have C Cg € B*. So we have a cover 
{CB I B 6 B'} Ç B* nS. Now since B* is ^-inadequate {CB | B G B'} is a A;-inadequate 
subfamily of S and thus (b) is false. 
There are spaces such that A ( X )  <  L ( X ) .  Indeed, the following result shows the 
gap can be arbitrarily large if the continuum hypothesis is false. A similar argument 
gives the same conclusion for the Sorgenfrey Plane (the topology of the plane having 
a s  a  b a s i s  a l l  s e t s  o f  t h e  f o r m  [ a ,  b )  x  [ c ,  d )  w h e r e  a  <  b  a n d  c  <  d ) .  
1.4.5. Theorem. Let D be a discrete space with \D\ = 2'^. Then A(D) = u and 
L{X) = 2". 
PROOF: Let R be the real line with the discrete topology, then R = D. Let S be the 
subbasis consisting of sets of the form either (—oo, z] or [a:,oo) for every X in R. Let 
S' be a cover of subbasic elements. 
Case I: If S' = {(—oo, x \ \ x  Ç .  A  Ç .  R}, A  is an infinite unbounded subset of R. Now 
by the separability of R and consequently of A there exists a countable subset B oi A 
which is dense in A. Then it is clear that the countable set {(—oo,y] \ y G B] covers 
R. 
Case II: If S' = {[z, oo) | z E A Ç R}, all the steps are similar to the above case and 
the conclusion is the same. 
Case III: S' contains both kinds of intervals, if S' contains a subcollection of intervals 
of the same kind that covers the space, then we can refer to the above cases. Assume 
that this is not the case. Let Cj = {(—oo, x] | (—oo, A'] G S'} and Çg = {[y, oo) | [y, oo) 6 
S'}, zi = supjz I (-oo,z] e Gi} and zg = inf{y|[y, oo) £ Çg}. Then zo < zi since 
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§' = Qj U C2 covers R. If zg < zi then some element of Ci with some element of C2 
are enough to cover R. Thus Z2 = zi = z, and we have the following cases: 
Case (a) If (—00, z ]  € and [z, 00) € C2 then R = (—00, z ]  U [ z ,  00). 
Case (b) If (—oo,z] 6 Çj, then as in Case I we can easily show that (z, 00) can be 
covered by countably many elements of Cg. 
Case (b) If [z, 00) 6 Çg, the argument is similar to the previous case. Thus >1(R) = u 
and so A(D) = w. 
1.5. Further Properties of Cocompact Spaces 
1.5.1. Theorem. Let % = (J where // is a regular cardinal, X^ is nontrivially 
k{X)-cocompact, fj, < k and | 7 € //} is a chain (ordered by inclusion). Then if 
a < 13 < fi implies Xa is closed in X^, X is fi{X)-cocompact. Furthermore, if Xy is 
closed in X for every 7 £ //, is k(A)-cocompact. 
PROOF: Without loss of generality we may assume that C n ( X )  >  A (it is necessarily 
true if any X j  is closed in X  since by hypothesis C n ( X j )  >  A). Let {Fi I  z  6  <  / j, }  b e  
a collection of closed sets of X  such that C n ( F i )  >  A. Then since / j ,  <  k  <  X ,  for every 
i € /? there exists a 7, € /z such that C n { X y i  fl F , )  >  A. Now since ^ < n  and ^ is 
regular there exists a 7/ such that C n { X y j  flFj) > A for every i < (3. Since X~,j is &(A)-
cocompact and < k, n( X y j n F i )  ^  0 hence nf, ^ 0. Thus X  is //(A)-cocompact. Now 
let X y  be closed in X  for every 76//. Consider a collection { F j  \ j E ^ < k }  of closed 
sets such that C n ( F j )  >  A. Take an X ^ ,  then by /z(A)-cocompactness of X, X ^ n F j  ^ 0 
and C n { X y  fl F j )  >  A, therefore, since X ^  is A:(A)-cocompact Q ( X - y  fl F j )  ^ 0, thus 
ie^ 
PI Fj ^ 0. Therefore X is A;(A)-cocompact. 
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If A = A;, 1.5.1 reduces to the following: 
1.5.2. Corollary. Let % = |J where n is a regular cardinal, Xy is k-cocompact, 
fj, < k and {Xy | 7 € is a chain (ordered by inclusion). 
If a < ^  ^ implies Xa is closed in X^, then X is fj,(k)-cocompact. Furthermore if 
Xy is closed for every 7, then X is k-cocompact. 
1.5.3. Theorem. Let X be a noncompact regular u-cocompact space. Then X is 
locally compact and normal. 
PROOF; If X € X, it is clear that every neighborhood of x contains an open neigh­
borhood U of X such that Cn(X — U) > u;, then since X is regular there exists a 
neighborhood W of x such that x Ç. W Ç. W Q Uthen W is compact by Theorem 
1.3.2. Now let F,G be two disjoint closed subsets of X. Then at least one of those 
must be compact (1.3.2.). By a standard result (17B6 of [10]), F and G have disjoint 
neighborhoods. 
1.5.4. Definition. A space is Pk if any intersection of less than k open sets of X is 
an open set. 
1.5.5. Theorem. Let X be a regular Pk, k-cocompact space. 
Then X is normal. 
PROOF: Let F, G be disjoint and closed in X, then at least one of those has compactness 
number at most k by theorem 1.3.2. Let Cn{F) < k, then every open cover of F has a 
subcover of cardinality less than k. By regularity, for every x (E F, there exist disjoint 
open neighborhoods Ux, Wx of x and G respectively. The collection {Ux\x E F} forms 
a cover of F and, since Cn{F) < k, it has a subcover {Ux^ | 7 G F}, |r| < k. Now 
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Ux^ n Wx^ = 0 and D G, so it follows that ^ (J Ux^j (1 ^ j = 0 and 
F Ç (J U x y ,  G Ç n Since % is a ft space, f| Wx^ is open since |r| < k. 
yGV yçr 7er 
Thus X is normal. 
1.5.6. Definition. X  is [ 9 ,  fc]-(chain) cocompact if it is A-(chain) cocompact for 6  < 
X < k. If 6 = then we say that X is initially 6-(chain) cocompact. Recall that a 
space is [^, A:]-compact if every open cover of cardinality at most k has a subcover of 
cardinality less than 0. If 6 = k then the space is A-compact, if ^ = w then the space is 
initially ^-compact and if fc = oo it is finally ^-compact (i.e., its compactness number 
is 6). 
1.5.7. Theorem. Let X be [O,k'^]-cocompact and Cn(X) > k'^, then X is [#, &] 
compact. 
PROOF: Let U be an open cover of X of cardinality X < k. By Theorem 1.3.7 and 
^-cocompactness, the open sets of X have cocompactness number either equal to the 
compactness number of X or less than or equal to 0. By A;"^-cocompactness and the fact 
that A < U contains at least one set with cocompactness number at most k'^ and, 
therefore, (by ^-cocompactness) at most 6. Therefore, U has a subcover of cardinality 
less than 6. 
1.5.8. Corollary. Let X be initially k"^ -cocompact, then X is initially k-compact or 
ûnally k'^-compact. 
1.5.9. Corollary. Let X be [&, cocompact, then X is k-compact or finally k'^-
compact. 
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1.5.10. Theorem. Let X be initially k-compact. Then X is initially k'^-chain co-
compact. 
PROOF: If 17 6 F} is a chain of A-inadequate open covers of X for some A, W < A < 
k'^, then by initial ^-compactness, is also ^-inadequate for every 7 G F, Consider 
U = UU^y, if U is not ^-inadequate, then it has a finite sub cover which means that some 
U-^ is finitely adequate, contradicting the hypothesis. Therefore, X is initially &+-chain 
cocompact. 
1.5.11. Theorem. If X is k'^-cocompact and contains no closed sets with compact­
ness number k'^, then X is k-compact. 
PROOF: Let U be a A; cover of X. Then it contains at least one open set with co-
compactness number at most k"^ hence at most k. Therefore, U has a subcover of 
cardinality less than k and so X is t-compact. 
1.5.12. Theorem. If X is k-chain cocompact and k-compact, then X is k'^-chain 
cocompact. 
PROOF: Let {U^|7 G F} be a chain of Â;-inadequate open covers of X. Consider 
U = U U_. If U is ^-adequate, by A;-compactness U has a subcover of cardinality 
7er 
less than k. But this is impossible since A;-inadequate covers are A;-inadequate and so 
&-chain cocompactness implies U is ^-inadequate. Therefore, U is ^-inadequate and so 
X is -chain cocompact. 
1.5.13. Theorem. Let X be k-cocompact and k-compact. Then X is k"^-cocompact. 
PROOF; Since fc-cocompact implies k-chain cocompact, then by Theorem 1.5.12, X is 
A:"'"-chain cocompact and, by Theorem 1.3.16, X is A:"^-cocompact. 
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1.5.14. Theorem. If X is k-chain cocompact and k is a singular cardinal, then X is 
k-compact. 
PROOF: Let U = { U y  17 € «} be an open t-cover of X  with no subcover of cardinality 
l e s s  t h a n  k .  S i n c e  c f ( k )  =  A  <  f c ,  t h e r e  a r e  c a r d i n a l s  k f i ,  €  A ,  s u c h  t h a t  s u p & p  =  k .  
Let = (J and consider the following chain of ^-inadequate open covers: {U_ = 
U U {Vm I m € //} I /X € A}. Then V = {V^ | € A} C U{U^ | € A} is a A:-adequate 
cover which contradicts the hypothesis. Hence no fc-cover is ^-inadequate. Thus X is 
A:-compact. 
1.5.15. Definition [1]. A space X is [^,/jJ-compacf if every A cover of X where 
9 < X < k, X regular, has a subcover of cardinality less than A. 
1.5.16. Theorem. Let X be [6, fc]-chain cocompact and [û, k]-compact^, then X is 
[d, k]-coconipact. 
PROOF; By [^, fc]-chain cocompactness and 1.5.14, X is A- compact for every singular 
X, 6 < X < k and by definition of [9, fe]-compactX is A-compact for every regular A, 
9 < X < k, therefore, X is [0, A;]-compact. 
1.5.17. Theorem. Let X be a Hausdorff u-cocompact space. Then X is countably 
compact and, therefore, uii-cocompact. 
PROOF: Since X is w-cocompact, every countably infinite subset of X has a cluster 
point by 1.2.17 and, therefore, X is countably compact. Now by Theorem 1.5.13, X is 
-cocompact. 
Alexandroff and Urysohn [1] proved the following: 
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1.5.18. Theorem. Let X be a Hausdorff space and k be a regular cardinal. Then X 
is k-compact iff every subset S of X with jS"] = k has a complete accumulation point. 
1.5.19. Theorem. Let X be a Hausdorff Pk, k-chain cocompact space. Then X is 
k-compact and, therefore, X is k'^-chain cocompact. 
PROOF: If is a singular cardinal then we have shown in 1.5.14 that the above is 
valid for every Ar-chain cocompact space. Thus, let k be regular and D a subset of X of 
cardinality k. Then by Theorem 1.3.5, D has at least one accumulation point p. Assume 
that p is not a complete accumulation point of D. Let U be an open neighborhood of 
p which contains k' elements of D where k' < k. Set {U — {p}) H D = {d^ 17 G fc'} and 
note that for 7 € A;', — {d^} = (7^ is an open neighborhood of p. Then 17 € A;'} 
i s  a n  o p e n  n e i g h b o r h o o d  o f  p ,  s i n c e  %  i s  a  f t  s p a c e ,  a n d  c o n t a i n s  n o  e l e m e n t  o f  D  —  { p ] .  
Therefore p cannot be an accumulation point, which contradicts our assumption. Thus 
every accumulation point of D is a complete accumulation point and X is fc-compact 
by 1.5.18. Then X is A;"'"-chain cocompact by 1.5.12. 
1.5.20. Theorem. Let X be Hausdorff k{X)-chain cocompact and Cn{X) > \. Then 
X cannot be paracompact. 
PROOF: Assume that X  is paracompact and let U = { U ^  17 € F} be an open cover of 
X having no subcover of cardinality less than A. Then since X is paracompact IJ has 
a locally finite refinement V = {Vs |6 E A} that covers X. Then Cn{X — Vg) > A for 
each (5 6 A, since V refines U and U is Â-inadequate. Therefore |A| > A and by VIII, 
1.1 of [3], there exists a closed discrete subset D of X such that \D\ = |A| > A. This 
contradicts 1.2.16, so X cannot be paracompact. 
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1.5.21. Corollary. Let X be HausdorfF k{X)-chain cocompact and C„(X) > X. Then 
X is not metrizable. 
PROOF: If X were metrizable, it would be paracompact, contrary to 1.5.20. 
1.5.22. Theorem. Let X be Hausdorff, u>-cocompact and metacompact. Then X is 
compact. 
PROOF: W-cocompact implies countably compact by 1.5.17. Now in [3], it is proven 
that countably compact and metacompact implies compact, 
1.5.23. Theorem. Let X be T3, u-cocompact (and therefore by 1.5.3, T4 and locally 
compact) space. Then its only T2 compactiRcation is the one point compactiRcation. 
PROOF: Let X be a compactification oî X, z E X — X, and U a neighborhood of 
z. Then U r\ X cannot be compact because if it were, it would be closed in X and 
therefore z would have a neighborhood disjoint from X. Let y, z Ç. X — X and let Û, V 
be disjoint closed neighborhoods of y, z in X. Then Û D X and VOX are disjoint 
closed and noncompact in X. This contradicts the fact that X is w-cocompact. Thus 
y = z and the only compactification of X is the one point compactification. 
Since any ordinal of uncountable cofinality is T3 and w-cocompact, we get a corollary 
which contrasts sharply with the complexity of /3uj. 
1.5.24. Corollary. Let X be an ordinal (order topology) with cf(k) > w, then 
= ^  + 1. 
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2. D-SPACES 
2.1. Basic Definitions and Related Properties 
2.1.1. Definition. A space X is a D { k , X )  space if there exists a cardinal k  <  \  =  
Cn(X) such that every point x of X has a neighborhood U such that Cn(Û) < k. If 
the values of k, A are clear or unimportant, we may simply call it a D space. 
2.1.2. Definition. If X is a space and U  G  X , U  i s  called fc-precompact if C n { Û )  <  k .  
2.1.3. Definition. If X is a space and B is a basis for the topology of X consisting 
of fc-precorapact open sets, then B is called a t-basis. 
The following remarks are now easy to verify. 
2.1.4. Remark. A space X  i s  a  D  space iff it has a fc-basis where k  <  C n { X ) .  
2.1.5. Remark. Let % be a space and U  C  X  such that C n ( Û )  <  C n ( X ) .  Then 
C n { X  - U )  =  C n i X ) .  
2.1.6. Theorem. Let X be aD{k,X) space. Then X : Cn(X) = L(X)'^. 
PROOF: Assume that L ( X )  —  C n ( X )  =  X  (so no = A) and let U = { U y  17 € F} be 
a cover of fc-precompact open sets. Since Cn(X) = A, U has a sub cover U' of cardinality 
less than A. Then % = UU' = U{I7 | U 6 U'}. Now since Cn{U') < k iî U € V' and 
|U'| = // < A, we have Cn(u{t^|î7 6 U'}) < max(^''',^;) < A. This contradicts the 
h y p o t h e s i s ,  t h u s  C n { X )  =  L { X ) ' ^ .  
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2.1.7. Theorem. Let X be a D{k,X'^) space with k < X. Then every open cover 
consisting of k-precompact sets is X-inadequate. 
PROOF: Let U = { U - f \ ' y  € F} be such a cover of cardinality |r| = // < A. Then 
X = UU = U{0'^|7 G R} and so L{X) < inax(fc,/x) < A, which contradicts the 
hypothesis. 
2.1.8. Theorem. If X is a paracompact D(k,X'^)-space with k < X, then wL{X) = 
I(%). 
PROOF: Assume that w L { X )  <  L { X ) .  Let U be a locally finite open cover of X  
consisting of fc-precompact sets. Then U has a subcollection U' such that jU'l < Li{X) 
and UU' = X. Since U is locally finite so is U', thus X = UU' = U{J7 | U € U'}. But 
L  ( U { £ ^  I  U  €  U ' } )  <  A  =  L ( X ) .  T h i s  c o n t r a d i c t s  t h e  h y p o t h e s i s ,  t h e r e f o r e ,  w L { X )  =  
Z(%). 
Since s { X ) , d { X )  >  c ( X )  >  w L { X )  is always true, so is the following: 
2.1.9. Corollary. Let X be a paracompact D{k,X'^)- space with k < X. Then 
>!(%). 
2.1.10. Theorem. If X is nontrivially k(X)-cocompact (hence X < L{X)) and for 
some n < L(X), every X-cocompact open cover consists of fi-precompact sets (and, 
t h e r e f o r e ,  X  i s  a  D  ( f x ,  L ( X ) ' ^ )  s p a c e )  t h e n  X  i s  a  L ( X ) - c o c o m p a c t  s p a c e  a n d  L { X )  i s  
a regular cardinal by 1.3.10. 
PROOF: It follows from Theorem 2.1.7. 
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2.1.11. Theorem. Let X be a regular k(X)-cocompact space and X < Cn(X). Then 
X is a D-space. 
PROOF: Let x  Ç .  X  and Z7 be an open neighborhood of x  such that C n ( X  —  U )  =  
C n {X) .  T h e n  b y  r e g u l a r i t y  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a n  o p e n  n e i g h b o r h o o d  V  o f  z  s u c h  t h a t  V  C  U .  
Now since F n (X — Î7) = 0, Cn(V) < A < Cn(X — U) = Cn{X) (by Theorem 1.2.8). 
Thus % is a JD-space. 
2.2. A Class of Non D-Spaces 
2.2.1. Theorem. Let X be a space such that Cn(X) = L{X) = A where A is regular. 
Then X contains at least one point x such that every closed neighborhood Ûx of x has 
compactness number A. 
PROOF: If not, there is an open cover U of % with |U| < A and C n ( t j )  <  A for each 
(7 € U. Since A is regular, Cn(X) = Cn (U{C^ | U € U}) < A and this contradicts the 
hypothesis. 
2.2.2. Theorem. Let X be a space and let F be the set of all points x such that 
Cn{tj) = A for every open neighborhood U of x. Then F is closed. 
PROOF: Let y £ F, then every open neighborhood U of y contains an x G F, therefore, 
U is a neighborhood of x, thus Cn(U) = A and so y £ F. Hence F is closed. 
In the same way, the following is true: 
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2.2.3. Theorem. Let X be a space and G be the set of all the points x £ X such 
that |C/| > A for every open neighborhood U of x. Then G is closed. 
2.2.4. Theorem. Let X be Hausdorff and L(X) = Cn(X) = A, where A is regular. 
I f F, G are defined as above, then F OG ^ 0. Furthermore, if X is regular, F C G. 
PROOF: If JPN G = 0, then |^| < A (otherwise, since X is A-compact and F is closed, 
F contains a A-complete accumulation point by 1.5.18 and, therefore, F 0 G ^ For 
every x E. F there exists an open neighborhood Ux of x such that \Ux\ < A and Z/j flG = 
0. Now Cn {X — U{Ux IX € i^}) = A since Cn (U{Z7x | x 6 F}) < A. Therefore, by 2.2.1, 
X — Li{Ux I a: € F} contains at least one point z such that Cn{V) = A for every open 
neighborhood V of z in % — U{Z7i | z E F} and, therefore, in X. But then z E F which 
is a contradiction, thus F H G ^ 0. Now assume that X is Tz and suppose x £ F — G. 
Then since G is closed there exists an open neighborhood Î7 of a: such that f/ fl G = 0. 
Since C n { U )  = A, \U\ > \ , s o  U contains at least one A-complete accumulation point 
z of Û by 1.5.18. Then every neighborhood V oî z contains at least A points and, 
therefore, z E G, contradiction. Thus F C G. 
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3. THE STRUCTURE OF INITIALLY t-COMPACT AND 
fc-BOUNDED SPACES 
Throughout this chapter every space is Hausdorff. 
3.1. Definition. A space X is initially A-compact if every ^-cover has a finite sub-
cover. 
3.2. Definition. A space X is A;-bounded if every subset of X of cardinality less than 
or equal to k has compact closure. 
3.3. Definition. A space X is said to be of ^-pseudocharacter A; if ^ is the smallest 
cardinal such that for each x € X there exists a family B of neighborhoods of x with 
|B| < k and {x} = n{B | B € B}. 
The following two theorems are in [9]. 
3.4. Theorem. A space X is initially k-compact iff every subset of X of cardinality 
less than or equal to k has a complete accumulation point. 
3.5. Theorem. Let X be a space of H-pseudocharacter X < k and F C  X be initially 
k-compact. Then F is closed. 
Next we state an easy consequence of 3.4. 
3.6. Theorem. Let X be k-bounded. Then X is initially k-compact. 
3.7. Theorem. Let X = U{X^|^ € A} be a union of a chain of initially k-compact 
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spaces such that k < \ = cf(\). Then X is initially k-compact. 
PROOF: Suppose X is not initially ^-compact. Let U = {Um |m 6 // < A:} be a cover 
of X with no finite subcover and Y = {1^7 17 G A*} be the collection of all finite unions 
of elements of U. Clearly |Y| = ju and for every V^GY there exists an Xff^y) which is 
not covered by V^. Then {^(7) 17 € //} has an upper bound /S < X since /x < A = c/(A). 
Since U covers X and Xfj is initially A;-compact, there exists a Vy such that X/j C 
and there exists also an ^(7) < /3 such that (jL Vy, but Xg^y-^ C Xjs. This is a 
contradiction. Thus X is initially A;-compact. 
3.8. Theorem. I f ,  i n  t h e  h y p o t h e s i s  o f  3 . 7  i n i t i a l l y  k - c o m p a c t  i s  r e p l a c e d  b y  k -
bounded, then X is k-boimded. 
PROOF: If S" C X and IS"! = k, then since k < c/(A), there exists an Xe D 5 so 5 is 
compact in Xe and, therefore, it is compact in X. Thus X is ^-bounded. 
In a similar way the following are true: 
3.9. Theorem. If X is the union of a chain of coûnality A of compact spaces, then X 
is k-bounded for every k < \, and, therefore, by 3.6, initially k-compact for all k < \. 
Now we have all the tools we need to examine the structure of initially k- compact 
and Â:-bounded spaces. A question that has been raised (e.g., by 4.1, 4.2 of [9]) is: when 
is a A:-bounded space initially ^"'"-compact? Notice that if a space is initially ^-compact 
the closed sets that it contains are either compact or of Lindelof number at least k'^. 
We will show this observation is very critical. 
3.10. Definition. A space is weakly fc-botmded if every subset of % of cardinality at 
most k has closure of compactness number at most k. 
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3.11. Theorem. Let X he weakly k-bounded and contain no closed sets of Lindelof 
number fc"*". Then X Is k"^-compact. 
PROOF: Let S C X such that |5| = and assume that S has no complete accumu­
lation points in If 5 is indexed by k"^, then S can be expressed as the union of its 
initial segments, Sy, i.e., S = U{6'.y I7 G A;"''}. Notice that jS'.yl < k. Therefore, by 3.10, 
Cn(Sy) < k. Thus L (U{^^ 17 € &"*"}) < and since S has no complete accumulation 
points, as we have assumed, S = 17 € A"*"}. To see this, note that if 2 € 5 then 
z has an open neighborhood U that contains at most k points of S. Each point is in 
S y for some 7 E and k such 7's have an upper bound /3 G k"^. Thus S 13 contains 
all k points. Now if z ^ z must have a neighborhood V such that F n 5^ = 0 and 
therefore U r\V contains no points of S and therefore z ^ S. Thus L{S) < so by 
hypothesis L{S) < k and since |5| — k"^, S must have a complete accumulation point 
in X. This contradicts the assumption, therefore S must have a complete accumulation 
point in X and therefore, by 1.5.18, X is A;"'"-compact. 
An immediate consequence is the following: 
3.12. Theorem. Let X be k-bounded and contain no closed set of Lindelof number 
k'^. Then X is initially k'^-compact. 
3.13. Theorem. If X is k-bounded, contains no closed set of Lindelof number k"^, 
and is of H-pseudocharacter \ <k, then X is k"^-bounded. 
PROOF: If 5 C -Y and 151 = k'^, use the notation in the proof of 3.11 to write S = 
U{5-), I 7 € A;"""}. Since X is Ar-bounded, Sy is compact, then S' = | 7 6 is 
initially A;-compact by 3.9. Then since X is of ^-pseudocharacter \ < k, S' is closed 
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by 3.5 and therefore, S '  = S .  Now L ( S )  =  L ( S ' )  <  s o  by the hypothesis, L ( S )  <  k  
and S is compact. Thus X is A;"'"-bounded. 
3.14. Theorem. Let X be k-bounded, k"^-separable and of H-pseudocharacter \ < k. 
Then either L(X) = k'^ or X is compact. 
PROOF: Let D C  X he dense in X with \D\ — k"^. Using the notation in the proof 
of 3.11 write D = U{D^\'y G fe"*"}. By A:-boundedness, each is compact, thus, 
D' = U{D.y|7 € k'^} is initially fc-compact by 3.9. Since X is of ff-pseudocharacter 
\ < k, D' is closed by 3.5 and therefore, D' = D = X. Finally, it is clear that 
L{X) = L (u{D^ I 7 6 &"*"}) < A;"*", and if L{x) <k, X is compact by 3.6. 
The next result is proved in [9]. 
3.15. Theorem. Let X be initially k-compact for every k < \ where A is a singular 
cardinal. Then X is initially X-compact. 
3.16. Theorem. Let X be X-bounded for every X < k, where k is a singular cardinal 
such that cf(k) = fi> u. If X is of H-pseudocharacter 0 < fi, then X is k-bounded. 
PROOF: Let S C  X, |5| = k .  Since c f ( k )  = //, we can index 5 by A; and a cofinal set 
of initial segments, S-y by fi. Since < fc, 5' = I7 6 )u} is initially u-compact 
for every v < fj, hy 3.9. Also X is of ^-pseudocharacter 0 < fi, so S' is closed by 3.5 
and therefore S' = 5. Then clearly L{S) < n < k and so 5 is compact since by the 
observation preceding 3.10, X cannot contain any closed noncompact sets of Lindelof 
number less than or equal to k. Thus X is ^-bounded. 
3.17. Theorem. Let X be k-bounded, of H-pseudocharacter fJ, < k and contain no 
closed sets of Lindelof number between k and X, where X is the Grst cardinal greater 
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than k with cf(X) = w. Then X is u-bounded for every u < \ and therefore X is 
initially X-compact. 
PROOF: We will use finite induction on the cardinals u such that k < u < X. First, X 
is A:-bounded by hypothesis so assume that X is u-bounded. If 5" C % and 
write S = U{S'^ 17 € as in the proof of 3.11. Then < it"*" and Sy is compact. 
Also S' = U{.9^ 17 € is initially u-compact by 3.9 and therefore closed by 3.5. 
Thus S' = S and L(S) < < A. Therefore S is compact and X is «"'"-bounded. 
We notice that u is causing some difficulty. In order to eliminate it we will need 
something stronger. 
3.18. Definition. A space X is strongly A;-bounded if the closure of any union of at 
most k compact subsets of X is compact. 
3.19. Theorem. Let X be strongly k-bounded for every k < X where cf(X) = fj. < X. 
Then X is strongly X-bounded. 
PROOF: Let Ç = (C-y 17 6 A} be a collection of compact subsets of X and choose 
cardinals X^, 6 for which sup A^ = A. For each G /i let 5/? = U{C5 16 E X^}. 
Then is compact by the hypothesis. Now | /)€//} = 5" is a union of ^ (< A) 
compact sets, therefore 5 is compact. But S = UC, so X is strongly A-bounded. 
3.20. Theorem. Let X be k-bounded for every k < X and d{X) = A. Then wL(X) < 
cAA).  
PROOF: Let c/(A) = fi and D be dense in X such that |D| = A. As in the proof of 
3.16, index D by A and express D as a union of initial segments indexed by /z: D can 
be written as a union of // initial segments D = U{£>/? € yu}. Since < A, Dp is 
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compact by the hypothesis and since D' = U{D^ \li €. n) 3 D, D' is dense in X. Now 
s i n c e  L { D ' )  <  f x  a n d  D '  =  X ,  w L ( X )  <  f i  =  c f ( \ ) .  
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4. APPLICATIONS OF w-COCOMPACTNESS 
TO w-BOUNDED MANIFOLDS 
4.1. Definition. A manifold is a connected space for which there is a positive 
integer n such that each point has a neighborhood which is homeomorphic to R". 
The following definitions and the theorems we state without proofs are all in [7]. 
4.2. Definition. A space X  is of Type I if it is the union of an w^-sequence { U a  j a € 
u>i} of open subspaces such that Ûa C Up whenever a < j3 and such that Ûa is Lindelof 
for all a. 
4.3. Theorem. If X is a subspace of a Type I manifold, then its density equals it 
weight . 
4.4. Corollary. A Type I manifold is metrizable iff it is separable. 
4.5. Definition. Let % be a Type I space. A canonical sequence for % is a sequence 
E = { X ^  17 € wi} of open subspaces of X  such that X ^  is Lindelof for all 7, X ^  C ^7+1 
for all 7, X\ = (J Xjj for any limit ordinal A, and X = [J The set of boundaries 
/3<A 
{X7 17 E wi}, is the skeleton of X and the X^'s are the bones. 
4.6. Theorem. A manifold is u-bounded iff, it is countably compact and of Type I. 
4.7. Tlieorem. Let X be a Type I manifold and let | 7 € wi} be canonical for X. 
Then X — Xj has at most countably many components. Moreover, if X is countably 
compact, X — Xf has at most finitely many nonmetrizable components. 
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4.8. Definition. A locally connected space X is trunklike if, given any closed Lindelof 
subset C, X — C has at most one non-Lindelof component. 
4.9. Remark. Let X be a Type I space, then L(X) < wi. If X is w-bounded and 
F C X IS closed then either F is compact or L(F) = wi. 
4.10. Lemma. Let X be a manifold and U be a Lindelof subspace of X. Then every 
subspace of U is Lindelof. 
PROOF: Since U is Lindelof, it is metrizable because it is contained in a countable 
union of Euclidean sets and every Lindelof metric space is hereditarily Lindelof. 
Now we have all the tools we need in order to be able to examine some special 
properties of w-bounded manifolds and how w-cocompactness applies to them. 
4.11. Lemma. Let X be a non-compact Lj-bonnded trunklike manifold and let C C X 
be compact. Then X — C has at most countably many components. 
PROOF; Since X is an w-bounded manifold, it is of Type I by 4.6. Let 17 E wi) 
be canonical for X. Now since C is compact, there exists an Xf such that C C By 
4.7, X — has countably many components and at most one of those is non-Lindelof 
since X is trunklike. Let F be the unique non-Lindelof component of % — then 
F C X — C and the unique non-Lindelof component G of X — C contains F since F 
is connected and non-Lindelof. Then X — G G X — F and X — F is Lindelof since it 
consists of Xy and the Lindelof components of X — which are countably many by 
4.7. Then by 4.10 X — G is Lindelof and so is X - (GU C). Now X — {G I) C) consists 
of the Lindelof components of X — C which are open sets since X — C is open in X 
and locally connected. Now since X — (G U C) is Lindelof the components of it are 
countably many and thus X — C has countably many components. 
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4.12. Lemma. Let X be as in 4.11 and U,V be two non-Lindelof open subsets of X 
with Lindelof (hence, compact ) boundaries. Then U DV contains a non-Lindelof open 
set H with compact boundary, in fact, with X — H compact. 
PROOF: Let U , V  be the boundaries of U  and V  respectively. 
By 4.11 X — U has countably many components and since components of U are 
components oi X — U and U is non-Lindelof, it follows that U contains a non-Lindelof 
component oî X — U. By 4.8 it is the only one so call it U'. Working similarly, we 
show that a unique non-Lindelof component V of X — V is contained in V. Clearly 
V',U' are open by the local connectedness of X. Assume that U' OV = 0, then 
V is covered by the countably many Lindelof components of X — U' and therefore it 
is Lindelof. This is a contradiction, so U' nV ^ 0. Now since X — U' is a. union 
of countably many Lindelof components, X — U' is Lindelof, hence compact by 4.9. 
Similarly we can show that X — V is compact. Thus H = Z7' D V is non-Lindelof, and 
X -H = {X -U')U(X - V) is compact. 
4.13. Lemma. Let X be an w-bounded T4 manifold. Then every open subset of X 
with Lindelof (hence, compact) boundary is a normal subspace of X. 
PROOF: Let U C X he open such that U is compact. If every component of U is 
normal so is U, and since every component of U has compact boundary, too, we can 
assume from the beginning that U is connected. If U is Lindelof then it is normal since 
it is regular. Assume that U is not Lindelof. Let F, G be closed and disjoint in U, and 
let F,G be their closures inJY". 1Î F f] G = 0, then there exist open disjoint A,B in 
X such that F C A., G C B and therefore F CAnU, G CBDU, thus F,G can be 
separated. Now if C = FdG ^ 0, then C = {Fr\Ù)r]{Gr\Ù) ^ 0. Since C is compact, 
it can be covered by a finite number of Euclidean open sets with compact boundary. 
If V is the union of those sets, clearly V, V are compact. Now F — V is closed in both 
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U and JVT, it is contained in F and is disjoint from G. Thus as in the case ^ D G = 0, 
there exist open disjoint sets Ai,Bx in U such that F — V G Ai^G C. Bi. Now consider 
Fr\Vr\U. Clearly (^—V^)U(J^nFnî7) D JP and ^ is Lindelof and closed 
in U disjoint from G. H can be covered by countably many Euclidean open sets which 
are contained in U and they are disjoint from G. Let W be the union of those sets, 
then W r\U is Lindelof by 4.3 and W HU \s disjoint from H. W DU is normal since 
it is Lindelof and regular, therefore, there exists an open set A2 in W and therefore 
in U, such that A2 D H^Â2 H (7 C W. Put B2 = U — (A2 fl U), then G C B2 and 
A2 n B2 = 0. Then C U A2, G C Bi H B2 and, (^1 U A2) fl (Bi D B2) = 0, thus 
F, G can be separated. 
The following result is in [7]. 
4.14. Lemma. A manifold is hereditarily normal iff every open submaxiifold is normal. 
4.15. Theorem. Let X be an u-bounded T4 manifold such that every connected open 
set has compact boundary. Then X is hereditarily normal. 
PROOF: If U C X is open, every component of U is open and has compact boundary, 
therefore, every component of [/ is normal by 4.13. Then U is normal, too, thus by 
Lemma 4.14, X is hereditarily normal. 
4.16. Theorem. Let X be an u-bounded trunklike manifold such that every con­
nected open set has compact boundary. Then X is w- cocompact. 
PROOF; Claim; Let F C X he closed and non-Lindelof. Then all the components of 
X — F are Lindelof. 
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Proof of the Claim: Let U C X — F he open, connected, and non-Lindelof. Then 
applying Lemma 4.12 after putting U = V in the hypothesis, we obtain that X — U is 
compact, but F C X — U and F is not compact. Therefore, U must be Lindelof. 
Now if F, G are non-Lindelof closed disjoint subsets of X, then X — F is non-Lindelof 
since it contains G. We proved in the claim that all the components of X — F are 
Lindelof, so they cannot be countably many otherwise X — F would be Lindelof. Let 
Y = {Ky I 'X € wi} be the collection of all the components oî X — F that intersect G. 
For each pick r\ G and let Y = {xy 17 € wi}. Then Y is discrete and has 
no accumulation points because if a: € ?, then x Ç. G and therefore x £ Vy for some 7 
which contains a unique element of Y. Thus K is a closed discrete set of cardinality wi 
which contradicts the fact that X is w-bounded. Thus either G is compact or FOG ^ 0. 
In either case we conclude that X is w-cocompact. 
4.17. Theorem. Let X be an œ-bounded, uj-cocompact manifold. Then X is trxmklike 
and every open non-Lindelof subset of X with compact boundary is an ui-cocompact 
subspace of X. 
PROOF; Let C C X he compact and assume that X — C contains at least two non-
Lindelof components U and V. Then Lf and V are non-Lindelof and therefore by 
w-cocompactness [7 H F ^  0 and also L{tj H F) = Wi. On the other hand, Û r\V <Z C 
which is compact. This is a contradiction, so X is trunklike. 
Now let Ï7 C. X be open and non-Lindelof with compact boundary, and let {F^ | n g 
u;} be a collection of closed (in U) non-Lindelof subsets of U. Then Fn is non-Lindelof 
and closed in A' and C Û. By 1.5.17, X is wi-cocompact so Q ^ 0 and 
n S u j  
L  I  Q F n j  =  u i .  But on the other hand if p| = 0, then Q C Î7 is compact 
\ n Q u i  J  n g w  H g w  
since U is compact. Thus p) ^ 0 and U is Wi-cocompact. 
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4.18. Theorem. Let X be an u-bounded Type I manifold and let | 7 6 wi} 
be canonical for X. If every closed noncompact subset of X contains all the bones 
indexed by some closed unbounded subset of , then X is u-cocompact (and therefore 
trunklike) and every open connected subset of X has compact boundary and therefore 
X is hereditarily normal. 
PROOF: If F, G are closed and noncompact subsets of X, then they each contain all the 
bones indexed by some closed unbounded subsets of wi. Every two closed unbounded 
subsets of Wi always intersect since uji is w-cocompact, thus f HG ^ 0 and therefore X 
is w-cocompact and by 4.17 X is trunklike. Now let U be open and connected in X. If 
U is Lindelof, U is compact since U is covered by countably many %^'s and therefore 
U is compact. If U is not Lindelof and we assume U is not compact, then U contains 
all the bones indexed by some closed unbounded subset of uji. 
Let X ^ , X f i  G  U ,  ^  and since X y  C X ^ ,  X y  D X ^  = 0. Thus X j j  disconnects 
X into two open subsets of X, X^ and X — X^. Then since U is non-Lindelof and 
connected, U C X — X^, therefore X^ 0) cannot be contained in U and therefore 
U must be compact. Now by 1.5.3 and 4.15 X is hereditarily normal. 
We finish with the following theorem which is a restatement in terms of cocompact-
ness of a result in [7]. This observation inspired the work in this last chapter. 
4.19. Theorem. Let X be a hereditarily normal uj-boimded trunklike manifold. Then 
X cannot contain a pair of disjoint closed noncompact subsets (and therefore X is u-
cocompact ). 
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